DATE LIKE YOU SHOP: Fashion guide to recognizing your perfect guy
Recognize the guys who are complementary with your personal style, accentuate your
best features, nurture your self-confidence but more importantly make you feel special.

Volume one.
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“Romance is like fashion; You can create something special, unique, and full of
possibilities.” It's also associated with a feeling of passion, excitement and intimacy. If you
are searching for the romance or fashion that feels tailored made for you then you must
learn how to recognize the romance or fashion that fits your personal style the best.

--Date like You shop.

Dedicated to
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The following similes are the pillars of this dating guide. Please get familiar with them,
before you start the journey to recognizing the perfect guy for you.
1. Guys = Clothes
● Guys are like clothes; They both have unique characteristics that will:
A. Reflect your personal style.
B. Grab your attention, capture your imagination and appeal to your
physical or emotional wishlist.
2. Dating = Shopping
● Dating is just like shopping; it’s a selection process based on seduction.
There’s nothing wrong with attraction. Attraction is a part of who you are.
However, you should take the time to understand the attraction that is
pulling you towards certain clothes or guys.

*Hint: Attraction can fall into two basic categories. Physical attraction and chemistry.

● Physical attraction: Being drawn to someone or something based on two factors:
1. The influence from popular culture or your social networks online and offline.
2. Labels, status, and/or appearance
● Chemistry: A mutual attraction; It is an intimate and harmonious relationship in
which people or objects have a mutual understanding of each other and
communicate well together.
3. Nothing to wear ! Your dating experience = Your wardrobe
● Your dating experience is like your wardrobe; It has a collection of guys or
clothes you were attracted to at some point in your life. But, you are only
creating clutter. That’s why your search for the perfect guy or outfit can
feel frustrating even
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The perfect guy is like the perfect outfit, he will reflect or share your personal style,
nurture your self confidence, accentuate your best features, but more importantly make
you feel special. Contrary to popular belief, the perfect guy does exist, but just like the
perfect outfit, he can be elusive or hard to recognize.
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An Introduction to using fashion advice as a dating guide
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Have you ever asked yourself, “What was I thinking!” As you went through your
dating experience or wardrobe. Taking the subject a step further. Have you, on one more
occasion than you care to admit. Look into your dating experience or wardrobe and said
to yourself, “I keep dating Mr. Wrong or I have nothing to wear” If you answered,
emphatically “yes” the good news is there’s a solution. It's time to give your dating
experience or wardrobe a makeover, the end result will make recognizing the perfect guy
or outfit for you a cinch.
The perfect guy for you really does exist! It’s just, today’s dating world is a
marketplace with plenty of singles and it's never been easier to date or shop around. Now,
that should mean you can easily find your perfect match. But, if you feel like it is
impossible to recognize the perfect guy in today’s singles marketplace. Having too many
options can make you become drawn towards certain guys or clothes that grab your
attention and capture your imagination.
Dating is just like shopping. But, are
you searching for the guys or clothes that
complement your personal style? Most
women love the clothes they buy but hate
most of the clothes in their wardrobe. The
same thing could be said about your dating
experience. -Go figure. This dating guide
will help you analyze your guy choices,
from a fashion stylist point of view and look at your dating experience as a window into
how you view your internal self. Let's delve into your dating experience and alleviate any
frustration you may have and achieve some catharsis. We've all seen makeovers on
television or in magazines. Now it’s your turn to give your dating experience the
makeover it deserves.
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Step 1: Define your personal style.
Recognizing your perfect guy begins with self discovery

*Hint: Self-image + Identity = personal style
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Any issue you may have with your dating experience or wardrobe are conflicts
between your external influences and the internal self. In its simplest terms, the external
influences are popular culture, social networks online and offline. The internal self is how
you perceive your personal style. If the perceptions you have about your internal self
clashes with your external influencers. Then any guy or item you add to your dating
experience or wardrobe will eventually feel or become unsuitable. The conflicts between
your internal self and external influences is symptomatic of having nothing to wear or
dating Mr. Wrong.
Even worse, your dating or shopping routine may support a defense mechanism that has
been reinforced over time, and now you have stopped noticing whether your guy or
clothing choices make sense for you anymore. The ability to recognize the perfect guy or
outfit begins with the self discovery of an authentic personal style. Everyone has a
distinct personal style, it is composed of two parts: self-image and identity.
“To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you something else is the
greatest accomplishment.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

*Hint: Self-image + Identity = personal style
● Self-image is how an individual imagines themselves to be and portrays to the
world. However, the mental picture you have of yourself, can either be:
1. The true self - an authentic and genuine representation of yourself, or
2. An alter-ego - an alternative self, separate from the true self. It’s like you're
playing a role or persona.
● Identity is the combination of traits that form your unique character or
personality, core values and needs.
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The conflict between your self-image and external
influencers is a common situation. Most of us are
“getting tugged” in multiple directions every day.
But this will make your self image incongruous
(not in harmony or in agreement) with your
identity. Hence the frustration with your dating
experience or wardrobe

The self-image you imagine is often incongruous with your identity, because your
external influencers have a tremendous impact on your self image. They can convince
you to stifle your true self, and create an alter-ego. A role or persona you can assign to
help you manage the demands of your everyday life. The problem with portraying an
alter ego, is that the role or persona you’ve created can become so real, you may lose
touch with who you really are.
Imagine for a second, it’s like you are putting
your true self in the passenger seat of a car
and giving your alter-ego control of the
steering wheel. Navigating you towards the guy
or clothes that are complementary with the
persona or role you are portraying. This isn't
your fault. How many days do you feel like you
are “running on empty” just struggling to get
through the demands of the day? But the
whims, impulses or desires from your alter-ego is driving you towards the clothes or guys
that are unsuitable with your true self. As a result, recognizing the perfect outfit or guy
becomes more and more difficult.
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Self awareness of your true self ensures that the self image you imagine is in
harmony with your identity. In its simplest terms, finding your true self is the ability to
embrace and become comfortable with your identity. Acknowledging your personality,
core values, and needs will be rewarding because the external influencers won’t be able to
dictate or direct your self image.

Imagine for a second, it’s like you are
putting your true self in the driver seat,
navigating your personal style towards the
guy or clothes that are complementary with
your personality, needs and core values.
Take control of your personal style, make
sure your true self is behind the steering
wheel. Instead of the external influencers.

The bad news is you won’t discover your true self overnight, but the good news is,
the following section will provide you with a fashion style quiz that will help make the
journey to discovering your true self alittle easier and fun. At the end of the quiz, you are
going to translate your true self into a fashion style, that will be an honest and true
visual translation of how you perceive your internal self, i.e. personal style.
The fashion quiz will have no right or wrong choices. The quiz is about giving you a new
perspective about your true self. Once you’re done with the quiz, the answer key at the
end will reveal a fashion style that best illustrates or summarizes your true self. Each
fashion style will have its own trademark expression, vibe and can speak volumes about
who you really are i.e. your true-self.
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Read each question carefully and take an honest impression of yourself. Be straight with
yourself as you consider your answers, don’t think too hard or overanalyze. Trust your
first impulse because your first inclinations are the ones that will be most honest and
accurate. Answer every question. Don’t ignore any, or skip over one with the idea of
coming back to it later. You may forget. Circle your responses
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Discover your true self with the following fashion style quiz
1. If you were to open your closet, right now what are the colors you would mostly
see?
A. Black and neutrals
B. Basic, such as navy, white, khaki, charcoal, or brown
C. Earth tones
D. A rainbow of colors
E. Black with touches of bold color
2. How would you describe yourself when you feel the most self-confident?
A. Playful and spirited
B. Relaxed and liberal
C. Sharp and direct
D. Traditional and proper
E. Innovative and forward-thinking
3. Given a choice, which would you rather do?
A. Throw on a pair of jeans, T-shirt with funky accessories
B. Step out in a fun floral dress or bright mixed prints
C. Put on a sleek V-neck top and modern-cut pants
D. Grab a jacket with interesting and unusual details with black pants
E. Get comfortable in your favorite pair of jeans, a collared shirt, and your cutest
pair of shoes
4. If someone gave you $500 for just clothes, how would you use it?
A. Spend it on a cashmere wrap
B. Buy a couple of outfits at specialty retailer i.e. J crew
C. Add to your accessories collection with a slouchy suede bag
D. Buy a dress that makes you feel sophisticated and unique
E. Splurge on anything that catches your eye
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5. When you walk into a crowded room, what would you prefer to do?
A. Stand out
B. Blend in
C. Be in control, exude power
D. Seem natural and easygoing
E. Be zany and animated
6. When you have the urge (or need) to go shopping, you are more likely to do which of
the following?
A. Purchase practical basics for a specific season
B. Head to the flea market for some funky and interesting finds
C. Get something with a splash of color to brighten your day
D. Find that unusual piece to add to your wardrobe that no else will have
E. Buy high-quality, classic pieces that will never go out go out of style
7. When you flip through the pages of fashion magazines, what is most likely to catch
your eye?
A. That little black dress on a model
B. Peasant blouses and denim
C. Multicolored bangles for spring
D. A story on the new designers
E. A lifestyle advertisement from a celebrity designer i.e. Ralph Lauren
8. Which of the following best describes the decor of your living space?
A. Minimalist, architecture, and sculptural
B. Comfortable and traditional
C. Fun, kitschy, and unorthodox
D. Lots of rugs, earth tones, and floral prints
E. Streamlined and organized, with clean surfaces
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Answer key
Let's see how you did. The fashion style that reveals your true self will help you simplify
and streamline your dating or shopping routine. Because you will easily recognize the
guys or clothes that are complementary with your true self and identity i.e. personal
style. Tally the letters of your circled answers i.e. A’s, B’s, C’s, D’s, E’s. Each letter answer
you chose on each question is an honest snapshot of your fashion style or the true-self.
Questions & Answers (1 thru 8)
1

A. Chic

B. Conservative

C. Bohemian

D. Whimsical

E.Fashionista

2

A. Whimsical

B. Bohemian

C. Chic

D. Conservative E.Fashionista

3

A. Bohemian

B. Whimsical

C. Chic

D. Fashionista

E.Conservative

4

A. Chic

B. Conservative

C. Bohemian

D. Fashionista

E.Whimsical

5

A. Fashionista

B. Conservative

C. Chic

D. Bohemian

E.Whimsical

6

A. Conservative

B. Bohemian

C. Whimsical

D. Fashionista

E.Chic

7

A. Chic

B. Bohemian

C. Whimsical

D. Fashionista

E. Conservative

8

A. Fashionista

B. Conservative

C. Whimsical

D. Bohemian

E.Chic
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Here’s a quick look at your fashion style or true self
The fashion style that
illustrates your true self

One word to describe your
fashion style or true self
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A glance at your
clothing or guy type

Bohemian

The optimist

Relaxed, hippy or funky,
offbeat

Chic

The professional

Sophisticated, effortless
elegance, tasteful

Conservative

The traditionalist

conventional, pragmatic

Fashionista

The Risk-taker

contemporary, idealistic

Whimsical

The daydreamer

Easy-going, laid-back

Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom” --Aristotle
Take the time-out from your hectic schedule to discover or rediscover an authentic
personal style. A big reason you’ve been having trouble finding great guys or outfits is
that your dating experience or wardrobe has too many style options. That’s not your
fault, it’s very easy to get pulled in a million directions. But, that’s why it is imperative
yoe define or develop your personal style and ensure your self image is in harmony with
your identity.
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Step 2. Shop your closet.
You may have an idealized vision of the guys in your dating experience.

Wardrobe = Dating experience
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Do you feel like your search for the perfect guy is a frustrating endeavor? You
may have a dysfunctional dating experience. What is a dysfunctional wardrobe? A dating
experience that isn’t beneficial or conducive for you or to you. It has a collection of guys
or clothes you’ve dated or bought based on your attraction instead of your true self and
identity i.e. personal style. You are only creating clutter within your wardrobe or dating
experience. That’s why the search for the perfect guy or outfit feels like a frustrating
endeavor!
A dysfunctional dating experience is the cause of unrequited love stories. Most women
love the clothes they buy but often feel like they have nothing to wear. The same thing
could be said about your dating experience. You find yourself drawn towards certain guys
but often feel like you are dating Mr. wrong. The reason is despite your attraction to
these guys or items, they do not complement your personal style. If you continue to be in
denial about their unsuitability then you will end up having an idealized vision of certain
guys for days, weeks, months or even years.
Simplify your search for the perfect guy or outfit. Take inventory of your dating
experience, then methodically decide which guys to keep and which guys to get rid of. You
won't fix your entire dating experience in one fell swoop, so you need to take a staged
approach to weeding out or removing the wrong guys from your dating experience. One
of these stages is considered to be a “round.” In each round, you will look at all the guys in
your dating experience and decide whether he is the type of guy who’s worthy of staying
in your dating experience. But, it can be hard for some people to be brutally honest with
themselves; Especially when it comes to the guys in our dating experience, which is the
main reason why there are “rounds” plural! So, where do you begin or start? Imagine
the guys in your dating experience thus far, take a third person point of view. And ask
yourself two very important questions. Why did she put this guy in her dating
experience? Do the guys in her dating experience create clutter or rapport?
*(These questions will make it easier to remove any particular or weird attachment you
may have to certain guys. And begin the process of developing a functional dating
experience)
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Time to pull back the curtains. Let's see what is going on in your dating experience. Don't
panic. Really! This exercise is about developing a functional dating experience, which is a
dating experience that’s beneficial or conducive. You may have created an idealized vision
of guys in your dating experience, and now you have certain guys in your dating
experience for no rhyme or reason. It’s time to reorganise, are you creating clutter or
rapport?
Clutter -- A dating experience that has a collection of guys you’ve dated
based on attraction and/or external influence
Rapport -- A dating experience based on the harmonious relationship
between your true self and identity i.e. personal style.
How do you develop a functional dating experience? You will go into the wardrobe and
create three piles. The keep pile, The toss and The maybe pile. As you go through this
exercise, please continue to have an objective view on the guys in your dating experience.
In this section you may need a little extra push to part with certain guys. Hopefully this
dating guide has given you that extra push and the inspiration. However; having
company can make the process fun, rather than a chore you are stuck doing at home
alone. Regardless, just promise yourself you will take a realistic or practical approach,
whether you are with a friend or not.
keep

Toss

The guys who have rapport The guys who create
with the harmonious
clutter.
relationship between your
self image and identity.

Maybe
You’ll learn more about this
pile later on.

Figure out a plan that works for you. Give every guy the attention
he deserves. You don't want to keep a guy who creates clutter, or put
a really great guy or outfit in the toss pile. This is going to take some
time, so sit together with your calendar and book a few time slots or
appointments and commit to seeing this project all the way through.
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Create your own sex & the city momment.
In the movie sex and the city, the girls get to together to reorganise carrie bradshaw’s
wardrobe, because she is finally moving in with Mr. Big. If you don't remember the scene
or haven't seen the movie, you should watch the movie sex and the city. Not only will the
entire movie inspire you with all the fabulous fashion and romance in the movie. Carrie’s
closet reorganising scene will show you how fun and hilarious it can be to go through
your wardrobe.

Round 1: Complements your personal style.
In this round you are going to examine all the guys in your dating experience and
determine whether any of these guys reflect your true self and identity: There shouldn't
be a maybe in this round. These guys should only reflect your current personal style.
Nothing else!
● Here’s a helpful hint. Ask yourself, does this guy or item reflect my true self or
alter ego? If your answer is alter-ego, then put them in the toss pile.
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Round 2: Accentuate your best features.
It's time to separate the good from the bad, then toss the unfit guys. You are going to toss
these guys because they do not have the qualities or characteristics that are best suited
for you; In spite of their status, label, or your attraction. Once you start taking an
objective look at the guys in your dating experience. You will be able to tell upon close
examination which guys are first rate or subpar.
● Here’s a helpful hint. The guys or clothes with great qualities or characteristics
have one thing in common, they heighten instead of diminish your true self and
identity.
Round 3: Nurture your self confidence.
In this round as you are going through your dating experience and look for the guys or
clothes that give you confidence or make you feel secure, but you have to be as honest,
objective, and ruthless as you can. Recognizing the guys or clothes that give you self
doubt is going to require you to be truthful with yourself. Every style isn't for every
woman.
● Here’s a helpful hint. Ask yourself, “Does this guy or item make me feel self
doubt?” If your answer is yes, guess what. Put them in the toss pile

Final round: The maybe pile
After three rounds, you may have a huge maybe pile. Let’s face it, time to toss it. Because
maybe, isn't good enough. Remember you only want the guys who are suitable which
means they complement your personal style, accentuate your best features, nurture your
self confidence. But more importantly make you feel special, because these guys will feel
tailored made for your personal style.
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Overview
How do you develop a functional dating experience

Focus on the guys who are suitable for you, that means the guys who reflect or share
your authentic personal style. How will you recognize the suitable guys? Use the
following chart as your guide to having a functional wardrobe. This may seem like it's a
tall order, but you are going to wonder why you didn’t do this sooner.
Keep

Toss

The guys who complement
your personal style.

The guys who are the
obvious culprits.

Accentuate your best
features.

Reflect your external
influences.

Nurture your self
confidence.

Make you feel insecure or
have self doubt.

Makes you feel special.

Maybe
Maybe, isn't good enough.
It’s time to toss them.
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Step 3. Update your wardrobe.
Transform & improve your dating experience. Invest time studying the fundamentals.

Romance = Fashion
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“Romance is like fashion, you can create something special, unique, and full of
possibilities.”
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How will you transform & improve your dating experience? Invest time studying the
romance or fashion staples. They are often referred to as essential because they are the
building blocks to having a great dating experience or wardrobe. This is true no matter
your current personal style. Most fashion experts will agree they are considered to be
beneficial and rewarding because their qualities have universal appeal and usage. The best
part is -1. They will provide you with a cornerstone to building a better dating experience.
2. Always count on them to make you feel comfortable, confident and secure.
3. You can also mix and match romance or fashion staples with each other.
Where do you begin or start? Capsulize your dating experience. A capsule wardrobe is a
term coined by Susie Faux, the owner of a London boutique called "Wardrobe" in the
1970s to refer to a collection of essentials because their characteristics are timeless. The
same principle can be applied to your dating experience. The following chart will
illustrate fashion & romance staples. Use them to help you capsulize dating experience or
wardrobe
Fashion staples
Romance staples
❏ White button shirt
❏ T-shirt/Tank top
❏ Cardigan
❏ Blazer
❏ Skirt
❏ Little black dress
❏ Jeans
❏ dress shoes
❏ Trench coat

❏ Respect
❏ Reliable
❏ Responsible
❏ Chemistry
❏ Passion
❏ Versatility
❏ Comfort
❏ Honesty
❏ Security
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This cannot be stressed enough, that it’s worth spending a little bit of time getting
familiar with romance or fashion staples. They can be broken down into three
categories. Neutrals, Classics, Go-to’s.
Neutrals
Fashion staples

Romance staples

White button shirt

Respect

T-shirt / Tank top

Reliable

Skirts (from A line to mini)

Passion
Classics

Fashion staples

Romance staples

Cardigan

Responsible

Jeans

Comfort

Dress shoes

Honesty
Go-to’s

Fashion staples

Romance staples

Blazer

Chemistry

Little black dress

Versatile

Trench coat

Security
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“You can't build a great building on a weak foundation.” Gordon B. Hinkley
If you truly want to have a great dating experience or wardrobe then you must start with
a solid foundation. Romance or fashion staples are good places to start. They will be your
guide towards the guys or clothes that fit you the best. And the cornerstone to developing
a great dating experience or wardrobe. This is true whether your true self or fashion style
is conservative, bohemian, fashionista or whimscial. The following charts will provide you
with examples.
Fashion
Romance
Blazer

Chemistry

jeans

Comfort

T-shirt/tank top

reliable

Blazers

Chemistry

Little black dress

Versatility

Dress shoes

Honesty

Blazer

Chemistry

Jeans

Comfort

White button down shirt

Respect

Cardigan

Responsible

Little black dress

Versatility

Dress shoes

Honesty
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Conclusion:
How fashion advice can transform & improve your dating experience.
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The perfect guy is like the perfect outfit, but he just can be elusive or hard to recognize.
DATE LIKE YOU SHOP is about dispelling this myth using fashion advice as a dating
guide. Hopefully this dating guide has given you some new insights on finding the guys or
clothes that are tailored made for you. Because, the search for the perfect guy for you
begins with self discovery.
Any issues you have with your dating experience or wardrobe are conflicts between your
external influences and internal self. This conflict is symptomatic of having nothing to
wear or dating Mr. Wrong. As a result, recognizing the perfect guy or outfit becomes
more and more difficult. Alleviate some of the difficulty, take some time-out of your
hectic schedule and discover or rediscover your true self. “Knowing yourself is the
beginning of all wisdom” --Aristotle
If you feel like your search for the perfect guy is a frustrating endeavor. You may have a
dysfunctional wardrobe. (A dating experience that isn't beneficial or conducive for you or
to you.) It's time to take inventory, and toss the clutter. You will methodically decide
which guys to keep and which guy to get rid of. Once that happens, you will be able to
focus on the guys who are suitable for you, that means the guys who reflect or share your
authentic personal style.
How will you transform & improve your dating experience? Invest time studying the
staples. They are often referred to as essential because they are the building blocks of all
great romance or fashion. This is true no matter your current personal style and you can
count on them to always make you feel comfortable, confident and secure. If you truly
want to have a great dating experience or wardrobe, then you must begin with a solid
foundation. The romance or fashion staples are a good place to start.
Ciao bella. Happy shopping!
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Fashion advice from the following books
Fashion for dummies
Jill Martin & Pierre
I Have Nothing to Wear
“A Painless 12-Step program to Declutter Your Life So You Never Have to Say This
Again”
Jill Martin & Dana Ravich
The Book of Styling
An insider’s guide to creating your own look
Somer Flaherty
Nothing to wear
A five step cure for the common closet
Jesse Garza & Joe Lupo
You Are What You Wear
What Your Clothes Reveal About You
DR. Jennifer Baumgartner

